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According to conventional wisdom, Italy was not an influential participant in the nationalistic and imperialistic discourses that
world's fairs produced in countries such as Great Britain, France, and the United States. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, however, Italy hosted numerous national and international exhibitions expounding notions of national identity, imperial
expansion, technological progress, and capitalist growth. World's Fairs Italian-Style explores world's fairs in Italy at the turn of the
twentieth century in comparison to their more famous counterparts in France, England, and the United States. Cristina Della
Coletta demonstrates that, because of its social fragmentation and hybrid history, Italy was a site of both hegemony and
subordination – an aspiring imperial power whose colonization started from within. She focuses on two best-selling authors, Emilio
Salgari and Guido Gozzano, and illustrates how these authors interpreted their age's 'exposition mentality.' Salgari and Gozzano's
exposition narratives, Della Coletta argues, reveal Italy's uncertainties about own sense of national identity, and its belated
commitment to Western imperialism. Of interest to students and scholars of literature, cultural history, and Italian, World's Fairs
Italian-Style provides a fascinating glimpse into a hitherto unexplored area of study, and brings to light a cultural phenomenon that
played a significant role in shaping Italy's national identity.
The scientific personalities of Luigi Cremona, Eugenio Beltrami, Salvatore Pincherle, Federigo Enriques, Beppo Levi, Giuseppe
Vitali, Beniamino Segre and of several other mathematicians who worked in Bologna in the century 1861–1960 are examined by
different authors, in some cases providing different view points. Most contributions in the volume are historical; they are
reproductions of original documents or studies on an original work and its impact on later research. The achievements of other
mathematicians are investigated for their present-day importance.
Includes its Report, 1896-19 .
20 chapters by qualified and distinguished scholars offer a new and original view of the State of Milan from the mid 14th to the late
17th century, with themes ranging from society to politics, music to literature, the history of art to law, the church to the economy.
The technical problems confronting different societies in different periods and the measures taken to solve them form the concern
of this annual collection of essays. Dealing with the history of technical discovery and change, the volumes in this series explore
the relationship of technology to other aspects of life-social, cultural and economic-and show how technological development has
shaped, and been shaped by, the society in which it has occurred.
Labour Law and Sustainable Development is a detailed reconstruction of the regulatory framework and jurisprudential findings of sustainable
development at the international, European and national level. The global crisis of the past decade has underlined the social unsustainability
of the ultra-liberalistic theories through which the labour law deregulation represents the precondition for social and economic development
coherent with the globalization imperatives. It is no exaggeration to assert that the existing foundations of labour law have been irreversibly
compromised. It is essential to find a way out of the crisis, at the same time defining the founding values of new sustainable labour law. In
linking labour law with the sustainability paradigm, this provocative book promises to widen the scope and terms of the reconciliation of
interests, taking into account the multiplicity of the stakeholders interested in economic, social and environmental issues and, in particular, to
practise an approach that achieves intergenerational equity. What’s in this book: In an unprecedented comparative study, including case law,
of the network of principles, agreements, practices and norms concerning sustainable development and its different economic and social
implications, the author examines such facets as the following: sustaining solidarity and equality of opportunity in current and emerging work
situations; enhancing individual autonomy in the current world of (subordinate but independent) labour; reconciling personal needs, flexible
organization of companies and reduction of external and internal costs to companies; collective action for the regulation of labour relations
allowing for the exercise of individual autonomy; involving entire populations that have been so far excluded in the world scene; developing a
sustainable pension system to promote intergenerational solidarity; implementing flexicurity policies positively; social clauses of international
trade treaties; undoing the profound contradiction of gender and wage inequalities; and promoting corporate social responsibility. The
objective of this book is to provide the reader with a reasoning basis to assess whether the choice to elect sustainable development as a new
paradigm of reference for labour law is feasible, and if, in particular, this choice can be useful in order to define the founding values of a new
‘sustainable’ labour law. How this will help you: Using an interdisciplinary approach, the author emphasizes the need to consider the various
dimensions of sustainability together, not only the original environmental but also the economic and social dimensions. This book offers a real
strategic leap for both legislators and social actors, in particular leading the way to avoiding a fracture of the generational pact that has held
together modern societies. Although the book presents a profound academic contribution to the analysis of labour law realities and trends, it
will also be welcomed by corporate lawyers, judges, human rights experts, trade unionists, business managers, entrepreneurs and
consultants interested in the issues of labour, sustainable development and social rights.
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Economists since the First Industrial Revolution have been interested in the links between economic growth and resources, often pointing to
resource scarcities as a hindrance to growth. Offering a counter perspective, this volume highlights the positive role that scarcities can play in
inducing technical progress and economic growth. It outlines a structural framework for the political economy of scarcity and rents, and offers
a novel way of organizing the evidence concerning the role of resources in industrial growth. This book proposes a major shift in the
treatment of scarcity issues by focusing on bottlenecks and opportunities arising within the production system, and will appeal to economists
and policy makers interested in the role of resources as triggers of structural change.
Volume 2 of History of Construction Cultures contains papers presented at the 7ICCH – Seventh International Congress on Construction
History, held at the Lisbon School of Architecture, Portugal, from 12 to 16 July, 2021. The conference has been organized by the Lisbon
School of Architecture (FAUL), NOVA School of Social Sciences and Humanities, the Portuguese Society for Construction History Studies
and the University of the Azores. The contributions cover the wide interdisciplinary spectrum of Construction History and consist on the most
recent advances in theory and practical case studies analysis, following themes such as: - epistemological issues; - building actors; - building
materials; - building machines, tools and equipment; - construction processes; - building services and techniques ; -structural theory and
analysis ; - political, social and economic aspects; - knowledge transfer and cultural translation of construction cultures. Furthermore, papers
presented at thematic sessions aim at covering important problematics, historical periods and different regions of the globe, opening new
directions for Construction History research. We are what we build and how we build; thus, the study of Construction History is now more
than ever at the centre of current debates as to the shape of a sustainable future for humankind. Therefore, History of Construction Cultures
is a critical and indispensable work to expand our understanding of the ways in which everyday building activities have been perceived and
experienced in different cultures, from ancient times to our century and all over the world.
This enlightening collection of essays from expert scholars examines the idea of food nomadism and food nomads. Looking at the role of
mobility and the influence of food manufacturers and related industries, they reveal the complexities of this intriguing subject.
This book offers a stimulating analysis of three non-canonical texts in different genres written by British women who lived in Sicily in the
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second half of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth centuries. These texts cover a series of crucial political events as well as
social and cultural changes which affected the history of Sicily during the period in question, all seen through the direct and indirect
experiences of the authors. The book offers a historical perspective on the late-Victorian and Edwardian representations of post-Unification
Italy. At the same time the author challenges current critical literature on travel writing which tends to analyse travel texts without making
substantial distinction between works written during a brief visit to a foreign country and those produced during a long-term or permanent
residence. The book adopts an interdisciplinary, comparative approach. The three texts are studied by looking at patterns of connection in
other written and visual works produced during, or after, an experience in Italy. By drawing on theories of travel writing, genre and gender,
along with visual and cultural studies, the author aims to verify how the three texts respond to being analysed as a distinct group, and hence
define the specific roles and functions of expatriate women's writing.
Manipolazione, dominio, controllo. La ritualita del delitto, quella sorta di celebrazione di una cerimonia orrida e oscura si ripete immutata, a
volte anche per molti anni con un meccanismo ciclico. Il rituale del serial killer e un po' la sua firma, cio che gli consente di trarre piacere
dall'atto in se e di conseguenza l'assassino seriale lo prolunghera il piu possibile perche interrompendolo, il piacere potrebbe esaurirsi. Nelle
piu recenti statistiche mondiali nelle nazioni piu colpite da questa forma di criminalita, l'Italia e collocata al quinto posto dopo Stati Uniti,
Germania e Francia ma negli ultimi tempi la stampa, sembra attribuirgli il terzo posto. Nonostante l'ampiezza di tale fenomeno, fino agli anni
Ottanta nel nostro Paese l'idea che si potesse uccidere senza altra motivazione che il denaro o la passione e stata vigorosamente
contrastata. L'opera vuole proporre ai lettori, un lavoro di ricerca basato su fatti realmente accaduti, precedentemente studiato e servito da
stimolo.
This book commemorates the 150th birthday of Corrado Segre, one of the founders of the Italian School of Algebraic Geometry and a crucial
figure in the history of Algebraic Geometry. It is the outcome of a conference held in Turin, Italy. One of the book's most unique features is the
inclusion of a previously unpublished manuscript by Corrado Segre, together with a scientific commentary. Representing a prelude to Segre's
seminal 1894 contribution on the theory of algebraic curves, this manuscript and other important archival sources included in the essays shed
new light on the eminent role he played at the international level. Including both survey articles and original research papers, the book is
divided into three parts: section one focuses on the implications of Segre's work in a historic light, while section two presents new results in
his field, namely Algebraic Geometry. The third part features Segre's unpublished notebook: Sulla Geometria Sugli Enti Algebrici
Semplicemente Infiniti (1890-1891). This volume will appeal to scholars in the History of Mathematics, as well as to researchers in the current
subfields of Algebraic Geometry.
"The story of Turin's transformation is well told. . . . Pollak's account of the financial machinations of the Dukes in their efforts to acquire
properties, and to pay for fortifications by taxing betterment on enclosed land, is one of the best parts of the book."—Simon Pepper, Times
Literary Supplement
This volume invites to bridge the traditional gap between the author and the scribes, which means between the "original text" and the
“copies” in order deal with more complex situations, in which the performer, the screenwriter, or the director...
Humor and entertainment were vital to the war effort during World War I. While entertainment provided relief to soldiers in the
trenches, it also built up support for the war effort on the home front. This book looks at transnational war culture by examining
seemingly light-hearted discourses on the Great War.
This publication offers for the first time an inter-disciplinary and comparative perspective on Futurism in a variety of countries and
artistic media. 20 scholars discuss how the movement shaped the concept of a cultural avant-garde and how it influenced the
development of modernist art and literature around the world.
Ha molte anime, Torino, e non è facile scoprirle tutte. Non ci riesce chi si è appena trasferito, per studio o per lavoro, ma
nemmeno chi ci è nato e cresciuto. Perché la città è discreta e non ama apparire, ma è anche vitale, concreta e piena di
opportunità. Basta cercare nei posti giusti. In questa guida vi raccontiamo la ricetta anticrisi di una città che non rinuncia al bello,
ma con un occhio ai costi, e coniuga glamour e parsimonia piemontese. Sarà un viaggio alla ricerca della qualità sostenibile nella
Torino del cohousing, del cinema, dell'arte contemporanea, dei luoghi da vivere con i bambini. Conoscerete posti speciali gestiti
con passione, dall'atelier di design dove il disagio mentale si trasforma in pezzi d'arredamento unici e low cost, all'osteria nel verde
dove si mangia con sei euro, al locale underground dove si balla tutta la notte a prezzi popolari. E poi mercatini, nuove e vecchie
piole, boutique insospettabilmente convenienti e 9 itinerari ad hoc con cui scoprire la città e la collina. Perché vivere bene a Torino
si può, anche al tempo della crisi.
Reconstructing Italy traces the postwar transformation of the Italian nation through an analysis of the Ina-Casa plan for working
class housing, established in 1949 to address the employment and housing crises. Government sponsored housing programs
undertaken after WWII have often been criticized as experiments that created more social problems than they solved. The
neighborhoods of Ina-Casa stand out in contrast to their contemporaries both in terms of design and outcome. Unlike modernist
high-rise housing projects of the period, Ina-Casa neighborhoods are picturesque and human-scaled and incorporate local
construction materials and methods resulting in a rich aesthetic diversity. And unlike many other government forays into housing
undertaken during this period, the Ina-Casa plan was, on the whole, successful: the neighborhoods are still lively and cohesive
communities today. This book examines what made Ina-Casa a success among so many failed housing experiments, focusing on
the tenuous balance struck between the legislation governing Ina-Casa, the architects who led the Ina-Casa administration, the
theory of design that guided architects working on the plan, and an analysis of the results-the neighborhoods and homes
constructed. Drawing on the writings of the architects, government documents, and including brief passages from works of
neorealist literature and descriptions of neorealist films by Pier Paolo Pasolini, Italo Calvino and others, this book presents a
portrait of the postwar struggle to define a post-Fascist Italy.
When Benito Mussolini proclaimed that "Cinema is the strongest weapon," he was telling only half the story. In reality, very few
feature films during the Fascist period can be labeled as propaganda. Re-viewing Fascism considers the many films that failed as
"weapons" in creating cultural consensus and instead came to reflect the complexities and contradictions of Fascist culture. The
volume also examines the connection between cinema of the Fascist period and neorealism--ties that many scholars previously
had denied in an attempt to view Fascism as an unfortunate deviation in Italian history. The postwar directors Luchino Visconti,
Roberto Rossellini, and Vittorio de Sica all had important roots in the Fascist era, as did the Venice Film Festival. While
government censorship loomed over Italian filmmaking, it did not prevent frank depictions of sexuality and representations of men
and women that challenged official gender policies. Re-viewing Fascism brings together scholars from different cultural and
disciplinary backgrounds as it offers an engaging and innovative look into Italian cinema, Fascist culture, and society.
This book contains the papers developing out the presentations given at the International Conference organized by the Torino Academy of
Sciences and the Department of Mathematics Giuseppe Peano of the Torino University to celebrate the 150th anniversary of G. Peano's birth
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- one of the greatest figures in modern mathematics and logic and the most important mathematical logician in Italy - a century after the
publication of Formulario Mathematico, a great attempt to systematise Mathematics in symbolic form.
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